Imagine two teens time-travelling between Ben’s 21st century and Seth’s pre-flood world, with the help of a physics genius uncle of Ben and several relatives of Seth. The antediluvian human beings all come from a time when everybody has powers that we might now label “super” and a society which is both highly advanced and very different from our own, making more use of the natural. The common thread is the struggle between good and evil and the need for intervention by those who trust the Creator and follow His leading, accepting assignments that bring adventure, danger and personal growth.

Imagine a book with elements of Narnia, Screwtape Letters, Middle Earth, Pilgrims Progress, Star Wars and Gulliver’s Travels. By the use of Biblically grounded imagination, some elements of New Age thinking, such as auras and crystals, are portrayed in an original unspoiled form as part of the original creation. Also present are levitation, transfer of memories, communication with animals, existence of dragons as talking beings (some good and some evil) as well as the possibility of travel to Mars because of periodic close passes with merging of the atmospheres. There is a glow that comes from living plants and sounds that come from the stars. Using the powerful magnetic field of the earth with crystals as tools, antediluvian humans can shape matter and create images, sometimes even making them solid.

In Seth’s world, everyone’s thoughts are open to viewing by others. So people grow up intuitively understanding the danger in nurturing wrong thoughts. They also learn how to control and hide some of their thoughts although their emotions remain difficult to hide. Nephilim are real and unimaginably evil, both physically and spiritually powerful. They are able to even distort animals into monstrous parodies of the original creation, but more important, to plant thoughts in human beings who are twisted into either victims or perpetrators of evil.

As a result of certain circumstances, the two 14 year-old boys, who had been friends from their first meeting for what was supposed to be a summer vacation visit, become tightly mentally linked as mental twins, something rare even in the pre-flood world. It is a source of growing annoyance and conflict. They enter each other’s dreams, criticize each other’s weaknesses but also see the possibility of supporting each other in difficulties. When on a mission to the endangered chief city of the pre-flood world, they pass through an area controlled by Nephilim specializing in lust. Of the entire party, they are the most vulnerable because of their age. But they receive, from the wise elders, a powerful concept that is worthy of widespread promotion in our own degenerate world. Love overcomes lust. Lust is selfish, looking only at how I feel with no regard for the person who is the object of that lust. Love wants the best for the other. When lust crowds in, it should be flooded out by love, which, of course, comes originally from the Creator who values all His beings and is reflected by all who truly follow Him.

Teens and adventure-loving adults can all enjoy this book, whether they see it as pure fantasy or speculative history. It opens up many possibilities for creative thinking about the pre-flood world.
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